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Provide an abstract on your project and its results (approximately 200 words). This abstract will be
posted on the Council's Internet home page.

Tree Heritage Program

After two ice storms and a "Microburst," the residents of Watertown, NY, especially the children, had become
very up close and personal with their trees. Downed power lines, damaged roofs and blocked roads were often
caused by a downed tree. The resulting landscape looked like a toothless mouth grinning bleakly. Residents
on in years remembered those old trees as friends from childhood. Youngsters lost shade and a place to play. A
common thread — the urban forest, connected these generations. To help bridge the gap, the "Tree Heritage"
program was developed which hoped to bring the memories of seniors together with youth to learn about our
urban forest and celebrate the memories of by-gone days. The program also focused on the trees of the future in
a properly planned and managed urban forest.
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To reach the goal of making a connection between seniors and youth, a great audience to work with was found
in two local parochial schools in Watertown, NY - Holy Family and Sacred Heart. These two schools had all
the ingredients: senior teachers who knew some of the history of the site, the appropriate age children, and a
property that had trees and room for more. With the help of the Tree Watertown Committee, instructors were
secured to man and teach five learning stations — Planting Trees, What Eats a Tree?, How Trees Benefit Our
Yard, The History of Trees At Our School and Watertown, and Which Tree Am I and Where Should I be
Planted?. A total of 116 youth and approximately 10 teachers were reached with these educational sessions.
Twenty-four trees were planted at the two schools in conjunction with the educational program. Students, with
input from their senior teachers, then produced a "Heritage Book" with information about the trees that were
once there, photos, stories and other artifacts that may help tell the story of their urban trees.

To help document and record the program, a videotape was produced to tell the story of Tree Heritage and
illustrate how it could be replicated in other urban settings. A booklet outlining the steps was also developed.

So, what was the end result? Beyond the deliverables required by this grant, a real sense of a "teachable
moment" was realized. As mentioned earlier, the past urban forestry disasters brought to the forefront that it
was time to wake up and deal with our aging urban trees. Connecting the past with the present and the future
also allowed the Tree Heritage program to span generations. These youth, our future, will be planting and
managing our new millennial urban forests with a better understanding and appreciation of trees. They will
indeed inherit the new tree heritage!

Project objectives:

• Senior teachers will be identified from local schools. Schools with plenty of land and a rich history of urban
trees will be targeted for this project.

• These senior teachers will help prepare a "Heritage Story" about the trees at the site with memories about
the trees, past and present.

• Each senior teacher will work with his or her class of about 20 students (from grades 4, 5, or 6). Over the
2-year period of this project nearly 400 youth will be reached.

• The Education Coordinator will develop the learning methods, schedule the instructors and activities,
i mplement the educational components, and secure the program's documentation.

• The youth will participate in a half-day urban tree awareness program followed by a tree planting day.

• The youth will prepare a "Heritage Book" about the trees planted including pictures and stories about their
school's urban trees. Documentation to put into this book may include dried leaves, photos, written history,
or other narratives.

• The "Heritage Books" will be donated and displayed by the local public library and the historical society as
part of a community celebration of Watertown's urban forests.
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Objectives met successfully:

• Two parochial schools in the city of Watertown which contained the appropriate age youth, senior teachers,
land and a rich history of urban trees were identified and secured.

• The Education Coordinator, in association with the Tree Watertown Committee, developed the learning
methods and successfully implemented the program with evaluations.

• One hundred and sixteen youth and approximately ten teachers received the educational session and the tree
planting experience.

• Twenty-four trees were planted at the above mentioned sites.

• Media coverage reached up to 250,000 residents in the three-county North Country region - please see
attached publications. Two TV news segments were also completed.

Objectives Not Yet Met:

• The video is almost, but not quite finished. A preview of the raw footage has been viewed. The completed
video should be available in February 2000. The booklet, also unfinished, will accompany the video.

• Neither of the parochial schools has completed their "Heritage Books." They should be done, according to
their schedule, by spring 2000. The books can then be displayed at the public library and then donated to
the historical society.

List the major research or policy findings of your project.

N/A

If not apparent in the above, or if your project did not involve research, how did the project increase the
knowledge we have about urban forestry? How did (will) the public benefit?

Every project focused on urban forestry will tend to increase the knowledge we have in this field. The City of
Watertown is clearly a suitable subject to work with, as the task of urban forestry management must be tackled.
Proper site and species selection, pruning techniques, tree conflict resolution management, and hazard
evaluation are just a few of the categories that could potentially produce new knowledge. The resources of
Cornell University, known for its outstanding Urban Horticulture Institute, and the NYS Department of
Environmental Conservation, can also assist with the documentation of new learning.

Above and beyond the fact that a well-managed urban forest will provide safety, health, and beauty for its
residents, perhaps the greater knowledge and identifiable public benefit realized would be what is learned by
our youth. Youth are a natural audience open to learning about their urban forests. By participating in the Tree
Heritage Program, these youth will become decision-makers and volunteers dedicated to the proper intelligent
management of their urban forest. This generation will really need to take charge and bring new meaning to the
relatively new study of trees in an urban environment, which will benefit us all.
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What recommendations might you make for community foresters or others who might benefit from your
project?

The Program Coordinator found that working with an established, grassroots urban forestry citizens committee
such as the Tree Watertown Committee, was key to the success of this project. This group, comprised of State
Foresters, a landscape designer, a representative from the American Chestnut Association, city leaders and
various other highly motivated residents, were a great resource to tap from for input and instructors.

Secondly, parochial schools seemed more willing to have a non-formal educational program conducted within
their curriculum than the public schools based on their response to participate in this project. In addition, these
parochial schools had all the ingredients for success — the correct age youth, senior teachers, and urban property
that had a history with room for more trees.

Finally, one must also be associated with excellent resources of unbiased, research generated information such
as Cornell University's Urban Horticulture Institute, Cooperative Extension System, and Community Forestry
Education Project, and the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation; just to name a few.

Attach copies of reports, publications, or videos. If your work has been published (journals, popular
press, etc.), provide where they have been published or reported and how copies can be obtained.

Please see attached copies. A copy of the video, "Heritage Book", and booklet will be sent as soon as possible
at a later date. Two TV news spots were taped and can be obtained from the following sources:

Tape from November 2, 1998, for 6p.m. and 11 p.m. news
WWTI Newswatch 50
Stateway Shopping Plaza
Watertown, NY 13601
Phone: (315) 785-8850

Tape from October 20, 1999, for noon, 6p.m. and 11 p.m. news
WWNY —TV 7
120 Arcade Street
Watertown, NY 13601
Phone: (315) 788-3800

How were your results disseminated to the public?

1. News releases.
2. Media events.
3. Pending Video/booklet.
4. Pending "Heritage Books."

List the active partners (key individuals or organizations) involved in the project:

1. Cornell Cooperative Extension of Jefferson County.
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2. Tree Watertown Committee. (Includes NYS Department of Environmental Conservation Foresters, a
landscape designer, a representative from the American Chestnut Association, city leaders, and other highly
motivated individuals.)

Photo or Illustration: If possible, please provide a photo or illustration for our use that summarizes or
represents the project. Indicate how this illustration should be credited.

Please see attached photo.

If a no—cost time extension was granted for this project, why was it needed?

There are some final loose ends to finish up on the video, booklet and "Heritage Books." These products will
be completed very soon.

How would you evaluate the grant process? What changes, if any, would you recommend?

I think that the idea of a pre-proposal is good as it allows you to develop a basic outline from which you can
later flesh-out in the final proposal. This method also allows one to complete the initial process a bit quicker.
An additional six months tacked on from the beginning of the grant would allow for completing pending items
that were not completed due to the nature of the project.

Comments considered of importance but not covered above:

The program Coordinator would like to personally thank the National Urban and Community Forestry Advisory
Council for the opportunity to complete this project. This program was timely and well received by all
involved. Watertown's urban forest will continue to play an important role in the new millenium as our youth
intelligently replant our new forests for the next generation.

This report was prepared by:

Name: Ralph E. Mitchell
Title: Extension Educator, Horticulture
Phone Number: (315) 788-8450, ext. 231
Date: January 4, 2000
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NEWS RELEASE IN 1997

Cornell Cooperative Extension of Jefferson County Receives Grant to Conduct Tree Heritage
Program

Cornell Cooperative Extension of Jefferson County has been awarded a $19,550 grant by the
National Urban & Community Forestry Advisory Board to conduct a "Tree Heritage" Program.
This will pair youth and senior citizens as they address the issue of overly mature trees, or trees
which have already been removed, and their replacement through a non-formal educational
process. In association with Tree Watertown, Cornell Cooperative Extension will develop an
urban model which can then be used in communities nationwide. Senior citizen homeowners with
old trees will share their story of the tree with local youth in preparation for its replacement with
an appropriate species.

The City of Watertown has many overly mature trees. They frequently are sited on property
owned by older citizens. These trees represent a perceived or real "threat" to the safety of the
home and residents, especially in geographic areas prone to wind, snow and/or ice storms. As a
result, trees are cut down and, in many cases, not replaced. When they are, often the replacement
types and sites are inappropriate to an urban environment.

Over the two year implementation of this project, twenty senior citizens and four hundred youth
will participate. Working in groups of one senior to a group of twenty youth, the project
Coordinator will lead an experience to increase their knowledge about urban trees; site and
species selection; proper planting techniques; pruning methods; plant protection and after care
procedures. These youth will also prepare a "Heritage Book" about the trees including pictures
and stories from the homeowner as well as current pictures, dried leaves, photos of the replanting
process, and a narrative.

Youth within the City of Watertown from grades 4, 5 or 6 from schools, scouts, 4-H, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, etc. are encouraged to participate as groups for the 1998 program will be
forming soon. For more information on this project, please contact Ralph E. Mitchell at 788-
8450, ext. 231.



Project/Activity Form

1. Name. Ralph E. Mitchell

2. Program Area. Primary Program Area: Agriculture and Natural Resources
Secondary Program Area: Youth Development

3. Project/activity summary.

Title: Tree Heritage Program

Program/activity summary: The Tree Heritage Program is a grant generated program involving
increasing the awareness of youth about the urban forest. Senior citizens also participate with
their contribution of history and memories about the trees in their lives. Phase I has already
taken place at the Holy Family School in Watertown. This was perfect site with youth, senior
teachers, and land in need of trees. Phase II will take place at the Sacred Heart School during the
spring of 1999 where the educational and tree planting portions of this program will take place.

Delivery method: Hands-on Learning Stations
& Classroom instruction

Target audience: Youth - 4th, 5th, and 6th grades & senior teachers

4. Dates.

Proposed: 4/99 Actual: 10/20/99 for Phase II

5. Educational objectives. (Must include at least one educational objective.  You are
encouraged to have more than one educational objective. Identify Strategic Plan Goals each
objective supports using codes only. See Goal Codes sheet.)

Educational Objectives
After completing the Tree Heritage program, youth will be able to demonstrate
how to properly plant a tree.

6. Outcome objectives. (Must include at least one outcome objective.  You are encouraged to
have more than one outcome objective. Identify Strategic Plan Goals each objective supports
using codes only. See Goal Codes sheet.)
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EVALUATION
(Circle appropriate answer)

Teachers: Please complete this evaluation in regards to the Tree Heritage program which your
class experienced on October 20, 1999. Please return this completed form to Mrs. Doell by
November 9, 1999. Thank you in advance for your time and consideration!
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NEW VARIETIES FOR 2000: PART 1
By: National Garden Bureau

Gardeners are looking for new plants every
year. Here are new flowers and vegetables that will be
featured in 2000 mail order seed catalogs, seed pack-
ets or as bedding plants at garden centers. The varie-
ties are listed alphabetically by class, with the seed
source listed in parentheses after the description. The
designation "R" means a retail seed company from
which gardeners may purchase seed directly by mail
order or also in stores that carry the variety in seed
packets. A "W" designation indicates a wholesale
seed company which does not sell directly to home
gardeners, but these varieties should be available in
catalogs or as bedding plants at garden centers next
spring.

Note: The symbol (*) appearing next to a
variety or a specific color of a variety indicates that a
35 mm slide is available from the National Garden
Bureau. Please FAX us the list of slides by variety
name and we will gladly mail them to you. (FAX
630-963-8864).

FLOWERS:
Begonia Fl hybrid tuberous 'Nonstop® Rose Petti-
coat' * Eye catching bicolor Rose and White delight.
`Nonstops' are basal branching with 3 1/2"- 4 1/2"
inches fully double blooms. Perfect for partial shade
in patio containers, hanging baskets, flowerbeds.
(Benary) W
Campanula longistylla 'Isabella' * This summer
beauty is unique. 'Isabella' has a compact habit of 6-
8 inches. Blooms profusely right from the start. Its
large, bell-shaped flowers are an eye-catching blue and
a fresh color addition to any garden. (Goldsmith) W
Celosia 'Cramer's Amazon' Discovered in Peru, this
versatile tropical plant, with its burgundy and bright
green foliage, is used as a filler or landscaper. Pro-
duces a deep magenta flower. (Johnny's Selected
Seeds) R
Cleome serrulata 'Solo' * 'Solo', the only thornless
variety with very light pink to white flowers on top of
a light green leafed plant. Suitable for direct sowing.
Blooms about 8-10 weeks long. Seedpods give addi-
tional distinctive ornamental value to the plants.
(Kieft) W
Four O'Clocks 'Broken Colors' * A unique mixture
of tricolor 1 1/4 inch flowers in a wide range of broken
colors.

Vibrant combinations of pinks, yellows, reds and pur-
ples. 20 inches tall x 13 inches wide plants. (Burpee)R
Gaillardia 'Painter's Palette' * Big bold blooms on
30 inch stems. Burgundy, pure yellow, and red/gold
bicolors — a Park exclusive blend! Superb perennial
and cut flower, widely adapted, sun, heat, and drought
tolerant. Blooms profusely all summer long. (Park) R
Impatiens Fl 'Carnival' Excellence pushed higher.
Improved — White*. New colors Metallic lilac and
Salmon. Early flowering, extra compact vigorous uni-
form habitat. Resists stretching, proven heat tolerance
and optimal cool climate performer. (Daehnfeldt) W
Impatiens 'Impulse Pink Picotee' * 'Pink Picotee'
flowers are shades of pink to rose, all with darker petal
margins. Seed quality for 'Pink Picotee' is excellent —
matching the rest of the Impulse series with a standard
of 90% plus germination. (Novartis) W
Impatiens 'Stardust' Series Big blooms, bright petal
edges "dusting" into solid white pattern. Carefree, ter-
rific garden vigor. Even in deepest shade, 'Stardust'
brings its "Special Effects" look to gardens. Rasp-
berry, Rose and 4-color Mix*. (PanAmerican) W
Marigold 'Discovery Mix' * Hybrid, dwarf plants
stay a neat 8-10 inch tall. Covered with double flow-
ers in solid yellow and orange — each measuring nearly
3 inches across. (Garden Grow) R
Morning Glory 'Celestial' Mixture Brings dazzling
beauty to the garden midsummer to frost. Exciting,
unique mix contains old-fashioned Heavenly Blue,
Pearly Gates, and new variety Blue Star, which opens
to reveal a stunning blue and white pattern. (NK Lawn
& Garden) R
Nautilus Vine `Vigna caracalla' * A fast-growing,
climbing vine (to 10'), bearing hyacinth-scented flower
clusters from mid-summer to autumn. Tightly twisted
spirals in bud, the flowers open to a lavender blush,
and mellow to buff yellow. (Park) R
Nemesia 'Nebula' * Known for its large flower size
and blooming power, Nemesia 'Nebula' is an excellent
addition to gardens, balconies or patios. Ideal for
planting with cool season crops, the bright flowers add
vibrant color to spring gardens & fall pots. (Sakata)
W

(Continued on page 5)
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Nicotiana 'Saratoga' This old-fashioned favorite is
one of the showiest of all annuals. Bushy plants ma-
ture to 10-12 inches. Eye-catching trumpet-shaped
flowers. Colors: deep rose, lime*, purple bicolor,
red, white or a formula mixture. (Goldsmith Seeds)W
Pansy 'Chalon Mix' * Unique ruffled Pansy series
reselected and restored to many of the colors "lost"
over the years. Added yellow shades and bright white
picotee types brighten this exclusive mixture. Flow-
ering is early Spring onwards. (Floranova) W
Pentas 'New Look® Rose' * A beautiful addition to
your butterfly garden. Excellent in full sun flower-
beds, patio containers, and baskets. Very heat and
drought tolerant. The 8-10 inch tall 'New Look' Se-
ries now has a pink, red, violet, and rose. (Benary) W
Petunia 'Coral WaveTm' * Wildly popular 'Wave'
makes another big splash with rich new Coral.
Spreads to an amazing 4 feet. Takes hot, cold, and
rain. Flourishes everywhere. Super easy to grow!
Visit wave-rave.com for more details.
(PanAmerican) W
Petunia hedgiflora 'Tidal WaveTM' Hot Pink * &
Cherry World's first petunias that grow into a
"hedge" in just one season! Space close for shrublike
growth, farther apart for groundcover effect. Plant
can spread up to 3 feet! Won't flop over in rain.
(Ball) W
Phlox '21st Century Magenta mix' * The first ever
F 1 hybrid phlox. Outstanding in the landscape,
gardeners can enjoy '21st Phlox Magenta Mix' from
Spring until frost. Hybrid vigor allows this variety to
adapt to a wide range of conditions. (Waller) W
Portulaca 'Margarita Mix' * Due to its well-
branched mounding habit, Portulaca 'Margarita' can
be shipped across town or across the country.
Excellent performance in the landscape, the large
semi-double blooms will turn any garden into a party.
(Waller) W
Salvia horminum (viridis) 'Marble Arch Rose' *
Uniform bushy plant having colored bracts with
green veins. Improved color intensity and ornamental
value of the colored bracts make the 'Marble Arch'
Rose a good cutflower. (Kieft) W
Sunflower 'Kong' Hybrid Is a monster of a
sunflower! Giant plants tower up to 15 feet over the
garden with strong, thick branching stems that are
topped with large yellow flowers. Fun and easy to
grow. (NK Lawn & Garden) R

Sunflower `Starburst Aura' Fl Beautiful, unique
starburst type semidouble yellow flowers with a small
green center. Six foot wellbranched plants produce
24" stems for excellent cut flowers. Unique flower
form, attractive color will be an instant hit. (Harris)R
Tanacetum niveum 'Jackpot' * Small, white, daisy-
like flowers bloom profusely on a large bushy plant.
Works well in cottage gardens and in back of the
border plantings. (Johnny's Selected Seeds) R
Verbena 'Obsession Scarlet' * Was first introduced

as a mix for 1998/99 season. Separate colors were
released in October of 1998. The obsessions have the
compact habit associated with our Romance series
and an improved germination. (Novartis) W
Vinca 'Heatwave Mix' * Early flowering and just 10
inches tall, this improved vinca creates a mound of
blossoms in rich rose, deep lavender, pink and white
with contrasting eyes. Thrives in heat and humidity.
(Garden Grow) R
Viola Fl 'Panola Panache' * It's not a pansy — It's
not a viola — It's a 'PanolaTM! PanolaTM  Panache'
series. Free-flowering like viola, but larger flowers.
Compact habit, small foliage similar to viola but
earlier to flower. Resists stretching in warm
climates. (Waller) W

VEGETABLES:
Eggplant Hybrid 'Cloud Nine' * What if someone
told you they had developed a pure white bitter-free
variety that required no soaking? And the flavor is
not only mild, it is sweet? That's 'Cloud Nine'. Pro-
duces beautiful oval fruits in about 75 days.
(Se minis) W
Lettuce 'Louisa MTO' * A new Bibb type lettuce
with thick, beautiful red tinted leaves forming erect,
tight heads. 'Louisa' has a smooth texture and a deli-
cious eating quality. Ideal for both spring and fall
plantings. 56 days from seeding. (Harris) R
Pea, Snap 'Sugar Sprint' * Enjoy crunchy, sweet
pods of 'Sugar Sprint', a new string-less sugar snap
pea. Choose 'Sugar Sprint' to replace older, stringed
varieties like 'Sugar Ann' and 'Sugar Bon' and enjoy
the same sweet flavor, without the strings.
(Novartis) W

To be continued in our next issue.
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PLANT DISEASES CAN AFFECT HUMANS BY CREATING HAZARDOUS TREES
Source: Penn State Ag Science News

Plant diseases can lessen crop yield, make
plants look bad, and in some cases kill their hosts, but
they rarely affect humans. However, a plant patholo-
gist in Penn State's College of Agricultural Sciences
says homeowners should be aware of tree diseases that
can create hazards within their landscape.

"Certain tree diseases will weaken the tree's
structure enough that serious damage and serious or
fatal injuries can result from falling limbs or the top-
pling of the entire tree," says Gary Moorman, Profes-
sor of Plant Pathology.

Moorman says only certified arborists and
landscapers can determine if a tree presents a real haz-
ard to homeowners. Still, there are visible signs that
homeowners can look for to monitor the health of their
trees.

Symptoms: "Slow growth, branches dying
back and smaller-than-normal leaves all can be early
symptoms of a disease," Moorman says. "Premature
autumn leaf coloration, excessive dripping of cones or
seeds, or severe winter twig kill also can be early indi-
cators."

"The fungus enters the wound and causes a
discoloration in the wood," Moorman says. "In some
cases, fungi can rot roots directly with no wound re-
quired for entry."

Once the fungus is in the tree, it produces en-
zymes that decay the wood and provide nutrients for
the fungus. Wood within the trunk and limbs lose
strength. The root system also can be weakened, en-
dangering support of the tree in the soil.

"The fungus will reproduce by forming mush-
rooms or shelf-like structures called 'conks' directly
on the trunk, limbs, butt, root flares, or even on roots
away from the tree," Moorman says. "Toward the end
of the process, large limbs can die and fall, and trees
affected by root rot can topple in a windstorm."

Management: "Nothing can be done for the
tree once it is infected with a fungus," Moorman says.

Moorman recommends immediately removing
any tree with mushrooms or fungal structures on the
trunk, roots or butt if it is in an area where property
damage can occur or people and pets can be injured.
"If most of the tree appears healthy, remove any
branch with fungal structures on it," he says.

Moorman describes some of the more preva-
lent fungi responsible for tree diseases.

Armillaria: This fungi causes root rot in a
wide variety of conifers and hardwoods. It produces
fleshy, firm, honey-colored mushrooms on the tree. A
fan of fungal growth often is found under the bark at
the tree base. Recently transplanted trees are very sus-
ceptible.

Forces fomentarius: It produces a hard, gray
hoof-shaped growth about 6 to 8 inches in diameter on
the tree trunk. The structure enlarges every year.
Beech and birch trees are particularly susceptible.

Ganoderma lucidum: This root-rot fungus
forms a distinctive shelf-like structure on the tree. The
fungal structures are brown to reddish-brown on top
and occur singly or in overlapping clusters on the
trunk. It affects apple, ash, birch, cherry, elm, Euro-
pean beech, sweetgum, hickory, locust, maple, oak,
redbud and others.

Ganoderma applantum : This fungus causes
rot at the butt of a tree. The shelf-like fungal struc-
tures are brown to reddish-brown on top, look as
though they are varnished, and occur singly or in over-
lapping clusters on the trunk. The fungal structure
grows every year for five to ten years and may reach 8
to 12 inches across. Infected trees show dying
branches and small yellowed leaves.

Inonotus dryadeus: This fungus causes butt
and root rot, particularly in oaks. Infected trees show
dying branches and small, yellowed leaves. The fun-
gus infects the tree in far roots and eventually works
its way to the butt of the tree. The fungal structure is
a large, irregular, gray to light or dark brown shelf at
the soil line. "If you see the fungal structures, the tree
already is severely damaged and should be removed,"
Moorman says.

Laetiporus sulfureus: This fungus forms
massive clusters of sulfur-yellow to bright orange
shelf-like fungal structures that turn white with age.
The structures form in the summer or fall and drop off
during winter. Once the structures are seen, most in-
ternal damage has been done. Infected trees are prone
to wind breakage and should be removed at the first
sign of infection.
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